Throughout much of history, a critical driving force behind global economic development has been the response of society ... Increasing scarcity raises the cost of exploiting existing natural resources and creates incentives in all economies to ... Since the agricultural transition over 12,000 years ago, this exploitation of new 'frontiers' has often proved to be a ... However, economies have also responded to increasing scarcity by obtaining ... This not only fills an important gap in the literature on economic history ... The book provides a fascinating account of the contribution that ... This book provides a valuable perspective on how the United States has addressed the challenges of immigration and urbanization ... The publication highlights the varying successes of regional regulations and serves as a valuable resource for academics ... International migration and urbanization are potential solutions for stabilizing the global economy and bolstering local ... If unregulated, they can also put market stability at risk and cause new social problems in both developed and developing ... On the other hand, when managed through coherent policy frameworks, they can help alleviate poverty and enhance economic growth and social stability in both sending and receiving countries.